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Why talk about
autonomous cars?

Very likely to be the best approach within 2 - 5 years:

͐ Cheaper and more convenient than cars or public transport

͐ Universal, on-demand, 24x7, door-to-door transport

͐ Reduce congestion

͐ Suited to Canberra's current and future urban environment

… so it is prudent to start planning for them now
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Presentation Notes
Leon and Alex will be describing approaches we could be taking now to improve transport options in Canberra.Today, autonomous cars aren't one of those options, but very soon they will be.[ dot points]



͐ Shared assumptions?
͐ Shared goals?
͐ The benefits of AVs
͐ The benefits of a shared fleet of AVs
͐ Current test deployments
͐ Outcomes from a Canberra simulation
͐ Obstacles and timeframes

Topics



Shared Assumptions?
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Most of us live busy and complex lives, juggling many responsibilities. Simplistic transport options rarely meet our requirements, making us either reliant on our cars or at risk of social exclusion and disadvantage.No-one really wants a light rail system, or a bus system, or even a car, autonomous, electric or otherwise. What they want is to be able to get to work, school or uni, get home safely from a party at 2am, visit the doctor, pick-up the kids from child-care, and on the weekend, take them to the sporting fields, shops and entertainment venues across the city. They want a way to travel safely, cheaply and quickly from door to door, whenever the need arises.



1. Everyone should have access to safe and 
convenient transport whenever they 
want, regardless of their age, income or 
health

͐ Safe
͐ On-demand, easy to use, quick
͐ 24x7
͐ Door-to-door
͐ Wheelchair-accessible
͐ Low cost and free for those on low-income
͐ For people and deliveries
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2.  Walking and cycling should be safe and
convenient

͐ People should be able to walk and cycle safely
͐ 24x7
͐ Door-to-door
͐ Used in combination with other options when travelling 

long distances



3.  Private car ownership and usage is
expensive

RACV Car Running Costs
2022

Category Average Annual Cost (rounded)

Light cars $10,300

Small cars $12,800

Medium cars $16,400

People movers $18,900

Electric $18,500

SUV medium $16,100
https://www.racv.com.au/content/dam/racv/documents/on-the-road/buying-a-car/racv-car-running-costs-survey-2022.pdf
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Presentation Notes
Includes loan repayments, insurance, servicing, fuel, tyres, rego.  Does not include parking, cleaning, garaging.

https://www.racv.com.au/content/dam/racv/documents/on-the-road/buying-a-car/racv-car-running-costs-survey-2022.pdf


4. Private car ownership and usage
has expensive externalities

͐ Travel congestion 
͐ BITRE estimated Canberra's costs at $250M in 2016, $420M in 2030

͐ Road construction and maintenance
͐ Productivity Commission estimated at $24B across Australia in 2014

͐ Pollution
͐ 11,000 premature deaths/year (Uni Melb Climate Futures, April 2023)

͐ Accidents
͐ Infrastructure Australia estimated economic cost of road accidents as $27B in 

2017
BITRE - Commonwealth Bureau of Infrastructure and Transport Research Economics

https://www.unimelb.edu.au/newsroom/news/2023/february/vehicle-emissions-may-cause-over-11,000-deaths-a-year,-research-shows


͐ Provides universal access to safe, reliable, quick, 
on-demand, 24x7, door-to-door travel

͐ Costs less than cars or current public transport
͐ Minimises externalities (environmental, 

budgetary, health, …)
͐ Encourages "active" travel
͐ Encourages a better urban environment

Shared Goals?
Transport that:



Shared Goals?
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The ACT Gov supported much the same assumptions and goals in their 2020 Transport Strategy.But although they talk the talk, and even  acknowledging "unprecedented opportunities" from emerging technology such as AV's, delivery is stuck in a rut focussing on a tram that can never deliver what they say they want to.Canberra is geographically large yet sparsely populated:Taylor to Banks is the same distance as Hornsby to CaringbahStrathnairn to Oaks Estate is the same distance as Sydney CBD to Fairfield.



͐ Safety
᷾ undistracted driver, better monitoring of surroundings, faster reactions

͐ Travel time can be repurposed
᷾ as productive work, relaxation, sleep

͐ Can be used by anyone and for goods deliveries

͐ Amenable to operation as a shared fleet

The benefits of AVs



͐ Accessible to all
͐ 24x7, on-demand, door-to-door
͐ Very cheap

͐ Private cars are typically 95% idle (unutilised)
͐ Fixed costs shared over many more journeys

͐ Shared trips during peak -> much less congestion
͐ Many fewer vehicles

͐ Car-parks and garages can be repurposed, streets redesigned..

The benefits of a shared fleet of AVs



Infrastructure Victoria https://www.infrastructurevictoria.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/Automated_and_Zero_Emission_Vehicles_-
_How_They_Might_Reshape_Our_Streets.pdf
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Current AV fleet deployments
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Presentation Notes
Waymo: ~700 fleet of AVs (late 2022) 10,000 trips per week by the public, planning to scale x 10 in 12 months"Tens of thousands" of people on their service waitlistCurrently operating in San Francisco, Phoenix and Austin, about to start in Los Angeles.



Waymo
San Francisco

Current AV fleet deployments
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24x7 across most of the city for the public, but central SF is currently only for employees and guest riders



Current AV fleet deployments

Waymo
Phoenix
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May 2023 - expanded coverage to 180 square miles (466 square km - about the same as North Canberra, Belconnen, Gungahlin/Hall and Molonglo.  Total area of Canberra is ~ 840 square km)



Current AV fleet deployments
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~240 "concurrently operating" AVs, ~1000 journeys each dayRecently started operating 24x7 in San Francisco



Current AV fleet deployments

Cruise
San Francisco



Current AV fleet deployments

Cruise
Phoenix



Current AV fleet deployments

Cruise
Austin



Cruise
Origin

͐ Built by GM
͐ Unit cost $US50K
͐ 1.6million km life
͐ Wheelchair 

accessible
͐ Mass production this 

year
͐ Public-road testing 

starts this month



Current AV fleet deployments





Full Self Drive

High risk/reward
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Tesla's fleet of several hundred thousand cars running FSD beta drives 1 million miles each day in "Full Self Drive" mode, all of which is used for evaluation, training and simulation.



Would a fleet of AVs
work in Canberra?

How many would be needed?

How long would you need to wait?

What would they cost?
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Findings from Canberra Simulation

34,000 cars operating in a shared fleet can provide 1.1m daily journeys…

… with 95% of journeys start within 1 minute of being requested, 
99% within 3 minutes

… at a cost for a 10.6km (average) journey of $4.63 peak, $2.94 off-peak

… employing 2800 FTE

… reducing congestion with an average car occupancy of
between 2 and 2.5 people for peak trips to popular destinations 

… returning an operating surplus (~$100M/pa) after financing and all costs 
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Findings from Canberra Simulation

Base Model: [ http://canberraautonomouscars.info/model.html ]

͐ Journey counts and distribution modelled on the 2017 Household 
Travel Survey, inflated to 2022 population estimates

͐ 1.1 million passenger journeys per week day, 770K passenger 
journeys other days

͐ Peak period: weekdays, 7am-9am, 3pm-6pm
͐ Seat is hired during peak (that is, a passenger may be sharing the journey 

with up to 3 others to the same or nearby or on-route destination)
͐ Entire car is hired out of peak (that is, 4-5 people may travel as a group 

for the same cost as 1 person)

http://canberraautonomouscars.info/model.html


Findings from Canberra Simulation

Base Model, continued: 

͐ Shared fleet of 34,000 cars (Canberra's passenger fleet is ~265K)
͐ An additional 5% (1,700) cars purchased as spares
͐ Each car:

͐ Purchase cost  $65K,  3 year life,  $14K residual value
͐ Financing rate   4%
͐ Fixed annual costs   $4K
͐ Per-km cleaning & maintenance costs   5.5 cents/km
͐ Real-world max range 410 km, operated between 25% and 80%
͐ Electricity usage 140 Wh/km costed at 12 cents/kWh, 85% efficiency
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Presentation Notes
[ https://www.abs.gov.au/statistics/industry/tourism-and-transport/motor-vehicle-census-australia/latest-release  - 265K passenger vehicles, 13K motorcycles, 20K light commercial vehicles, 3K trucks… in 2021 ]10 year Australian gov bond yield 5 May 23 is 3.4%The average car travels about 370km/day of which over 290km is carrying passengers and the remainder is empty repositioning or travel to a charger.The model default is $0.12 per kWh.Power usage in the default model would make it the largest electricity consumer in the ACT. The ACT Government announced an off-take agreement with Neoen for 100MW at $0.045/kWh, fixed for 14 years, so the default of $0.12 is probably quite conservative.Weekday energy consumption: 2050 MWh, peak ~170MW, flexible time of day loading5.5 cents/km costs:  clean whilst charging: 2.4c, weekly clean: 0.5c, tyres/main/repairs: 1.6c, other not covered by spares or warranty: 1cComponents: Labour: 3.8c, tyres 0.8c, other parts and consumables: 0.9cFixed annual costs per car:  General car insurance: $1000,  Customer liability insurance: $350, Workers comp: $150, Rego: $1000, Comms: $50, Workshop fixed costs: $500,Non-per-km labour (commissioning, warranty management, sale etc): $450, Non-per-km-parts (non warranty, accidental damage, ..): $500Fleet needs to be sized to meet peak demand. Travel times: OpenstreetMap, GraphHopper and Google, plus 15% during peak, rounded up to the minute. 



Findings from Canberra Simulation

Base Model, continued: 

͐ Installation of 1,200 x 120 kW charging stations

͐ Distributed at 9 locations across Canberra
͐ Each charging station:

i. Purchase cost $70K, 10 year life, no residual value
ii. Fixed annual costs $2K

͐ Consumes ~2.1GWh/day (about 25% of current ACT usage)

͐ Other Fixed system costs:  $15M/pa

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cost to purchase and install charger: The model default is $70,000.This estimate is based on anticipated commercial prices for very large purchases of 150kW+ DC EV chargers (not requiring "retail" capabilities) in 2022 (~A$45,000) and estimated installation costs of ~$A25,000 per charger from Table 4 of Estimating electric vehicle charging infrastructure costs across major U.S. metropolitan areas by Michael Nicholas, published by The International Council on Clean Transportation in 2019.Access to a high-capacity power supply is required. With the default model parameters, the largest charging station at Belconnen would house ~ 220 chargers and consume about 27MW.The 2.1 GWh/day required to support 1.1M journeys is substantial. By way of comparison, the Point Henry aluminium smelter near Geelong used approximately 8.2 GWh/day prior to its closure in 2014, and the demand in the ACT in 2014 averaged around 7.7 GWh/day.



Findings from Canberra Simulation

Fares:

͐ Peak: $0.40 flag fall, $0.40/km

͐ typical 10.6km trip: $4.62

͐ Off peak: $0.30 flag fall, $0.25/km
͐ typical 10.6km trip: $2.94

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Peak travel demand drives the size of the fleet and a large part of the capital / financing costs.Much (not all) peak travel is undertaken by wage earners.Even peak travel is much cheaper than private car or public transport



Full details at https://canberraautonomouscars.info/
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Above are figures from 2018-19.Email to Warwick, re 2022 budget:It looks like this year, the relevant document is for the "Transport Canberra and City Services" Directorate: https://www.treasury.act.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0020/2050742/Budget-Statements-H-TCCS.pdfTable 2 and 3 (pg 19)  have the some gross figures (not sure what they mean) and Table 10 e) reckons the bus network costs $5.88 "per network km"But there's more detail starting page 57: Total cost of operations $266m (includes depreciation of $33m), "Service payments" of $192m, 12m passenger boardings (COVID related drop from the forecast of 20m)Income was $232m:  - sales of $29m (fares, hired buses, bus services bought by ACT Government)  - subsidy ("grants") was $203mExpenses were $266m, so even after subsidies, they made a loss of $33m (which added to the explicit subsidy of $203m, is a total gov contribution of $236m)So, total gov subsidy of $236m, for 12m boardings/~10m journeys = ~$24/journey (but… COVID)

https://canberraautonomouscars.info/


Findings from Canberra Simulation

[ http://canberraautonomouscars.info/sim.html ]

Wait times:

1 minute or less:  95.4%
1-2 minutes:             3.3%
2-3 minutes:             0.7%
3-5 minutes:             0.5%
over 5 minutes:      0.1%

http://canberraautonomouscars.info/sim.html


Findings from Canberra Simulation
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Outside the morning peak between 7:30am and 9am, there are almost no waits longer than 2 minutes.Fleet size is determined by morning peak height and acceptable wait times.  The higher the peak and the shorter the acceptable wait times, the larger the required fleet.A large fleet will be more idle outside morning peak, increasing capital/financing costs (although reducing average km per car, so possibly improving residual) which dominate system costs.



Findings from Canberra Simulation

Passengers per trip-leg:

͐ 1 80%
͐ 2 10%
͐ 3 4%
͐ 4 6%



Findings from Canberra Simulation

Average passenger per car occupancy in morning peak:

͐ To Civic                2.4
͐ To Parkes            2.5
͐ To Barton           2.3
͐ To Russell           2.3
͐ To Belconnen   2.4
͐ To ANU                2.0

Canberra average for work related trips from latest Household Transport Survey: 1.1 
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https://web.archive.org/web/20200331073013/https://www.transport.act.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0009/1263708/TC-Travel-Survey-Report-20July18.pdfCurrent journey to work:  74% as driver, 7% as passenger in a car, ie ~81 people in 74 cars = 1.1



1. Technology
͐ Will eventually be ubiquitous and low cost, but when?

2023?   2025?   2028?
2. Infrastructure

͐ Dependencies vary by approach, but probably minimal
3. Regulatory/Legislative

͐ Liability, privacy, …
4. Community acceptance
5. Ownership, operation and governance
6. Economic disruption

͐ Businesses/careers in traditional transport
͐ Income forgone car rego/licencing/parking/fines: $280m, fuel excise: $190m

7. Transition
͐ Uneven rollout, coexistence with human drivers

Obstacles and timeframes
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According to the ACT Government's 2019-20 Budget Outlook, motor vehicle registration and transfer duties were estimated as raising $193M, parking fees and fines $39M, traffic fines $33M and driving licenses $14M in 2020-21. This represents a total revenue "at risk" of just over $279M if all private and commercial vehicle ownership were abandoned.Also fuel excise: Australian net total after diesel rebates ~$11B in 2019, ACT share ~ $190m  (but goes with EV's anyway, possibly replaced by road usage fees)But ACT's share of $30B in costs of accidents, pollution is approx $530m.Also, recovery of carpark land for productive/recreational use.Also, reduction/elimination of public transport subsidy (~$100m)



https://canberraautonomouscars.info/

https://canberraautonomouscars.info/


Discussion

Presentation url:  bit.ly/427yhBk
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[ 
support slides follow: 

not intended to be shown unless 
something relevant comes up in 

discussion
]
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Findings from Canberra Simulation

Base Model, continued: 

Workforce full-time equivalent summary (2785 in total):

͐ Cleaning and charging general staff: 1900
͐ Cleaning and charging management:  130
͐ Mechanics and electricians: 600
͐ Mechanics and electricians management: 90
͐ Corporate management, admin, technical specialist: 65
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Findings from Canberra Simulation
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Note, weekday traffic generates a surplus, weekend traffic runs at a loss (off -peak in general is subsidised by peak)Total costs are car + charger costs and include all overheads.
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